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Privacy Policy Inference of User-Uploaded
Images on Content Sharing Sites
Anna Cinzia Squicciarini, Member, IEEE, Dan Lin, Smitha Sundareswaran, and Joshua Wede
Abstract—With the increasing volume of images users share through social sites, maintaining privacy has become a major problem,
as demonstrated by a recent wave of publicized incidents where users inadvertently shared personal information. In light of these
incidents, the need of tools to help users control access to their shared content is apparent. Toward addressing this need, we propose
an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) system to help users compose privacy settings for their images. We examine the role of
social context, image content, and metadata as possible indicators of users’ privacy preferences. We propose a two-level framework
which according to the user’s available history on the site, determines the best available privacy policy for the user’s images being
uploaded. Our solution relies on an image classification framework for image categories which may be associated with similar policies,
and on a policy prediction algorithm to automatically generate a policy for each newly uploaded image, also according to users’ social
features. Over time, the generated policies will follow the evolution of users’ privacy attitude. We provide the results of our extensive
evaluation over 5,000 policies, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our system, with prediction accuracies over 90 percent.
Index Terms—Online information services, web-based services
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INTRODUCTION

are now one of the key enablers of users’ connectivity. Sharing takes place both among previously
established groups of known people or social circles (e.
g., Google+, Flickr or Picasa), and also increasingly with
people outside the users social circles, for purposes of
social discovery-to help them identify new peers and
learn about peers interests and social surroundings.
However, semantically rich images may reveal contentsensitive information []. Consider a photo of a students
2012 graduationceremony, for example. It could be
shared within a Google+ circle or Flickr group, but may
unnecessarily expose the studentsBApos familymembers
and other friends. Sharing images within online content
sharing sites,therefore,may quickly leadto unwanted disclosure and privacy violations [3], [24]. Further, the persistent nature of online media makes it possible for
other users to collect rich aggregated information about
the owner of the published content and the subjects in
the published content [3], [20], [24]. The aggregated
information can result in unexpected exposure of one’s
social environment and lead to abuse of one’s personal
information.
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Most content sharing websites allow users to enter their
privacy preferences. Unfortunately, recent studies have
shown that users struggle to set up and maintain such privacy settings [1], [11], [22], [33]. One of the main reasons
provided is that given the amount of shared information
this process can be tedious and error-prone. Therefore,
many have acknowledged the need of policy recommendation systems which can assist users to easily and properly
configure privacy settings [7], [22], [28], [30]. However,
existing proposals for automating privacy settings appear
to be inadequate to address the unique privacy needs of
images [3], [5], [41], due to the amount of information
implicitly carried within images, and their relationship with
the online environment wherein they are exposed.
In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) system which aims to provide users a hassle
free privacy settings experience by automatically generating personalized policies. The A3P system handles user
uploaded images, and factors in the following criteria that
influence one’s privacy settings of images:


The impact of social environment and personal characteristics. Social context of users, such as their profile information and relationships with others may provide
useful information regarding users’ privacy preferences. For example, users interested in photography
may like to share their photos with other amateur
photographers. Users who have several family members among their social contacts may share with them
pictures related to family events. However, using
common policies across all users or across users with
similar traits may be too simplistic and not satisfy
individual preferences. Users may have drastically
different opinions even on the same type of images.
For example, a privacy adverse person may be willing
to share all his personal images while a more conservative person may just want to share personal images
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algorithm in A3P-core (that is now parameterized based on
user groups and also factors in possible outliers), and a new
A3P-social module that develops the notion of social context
to refine and extend the prediction power of our system. We
also conduct additional experiments with a new data set
collecting over 1,400 images and corresponding policies,
and we extend our analysis of the empirical results to unveil
more insights of our system’s performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related works. Section 3 introduces preliminary
notions. Section 4 introduces the A3P-core and Section 5
introduces the A3P-Social. Section 6 reports the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Fig. 1. System overview.



with his family members. In light of these considerations, it is important to find the balancing point
between the impact of social environment and users’
individual characteristics in order to predict the policies that match each individual’s needs.
Moreover, individuals may change their overall
attitude toward privacy as time passes. In order to
develop a personalized policy recommendation system, such changes on privacy opinions should be
carefully considered.
The role of image’s content and metadata. In general,
similar images often incur similar privacy preferences, especially when people appear in the images.
For example, one may upload several photos of his
kids and specify that only his family members are
allowed to see these photos. He may upload some
other photos of landscapes which he took as a hobby
and for these photos, he may set privacy preference
allowing anyone to view and comment the photos.
Analyzing the visual content may not be sufficient
to capture users’ privacy preferences. Tags and other
metadata are indicative of the social context of the
image, including where it was taken and why [4],
and also provide a synthetic description of images,
complementing the information obtained from
visual content analysis.

Corresponding to the aforementioned two criteria, the
proposed A3P system is comprised of two main building
blocks (as shown in Fig. 1): A3P-Social and A3P-Core. The
A3P-core focuses on analyzing each individual user’s own
images and metadata, while the A3P-Social offers a community perspective of privacy setting recommendations for a
user’s potential privacy improvement. We design the interaction flows between the two building blocks to balance the
benefits from meeting personal characteristics and obtaining community advice.
To assess the practical value of our approach, we built a
system prototype and performed an extensive experimental
evaluation. We collected and tested over 5,500 real policies
generated by more than 160 users. Our experimental results
demonstrate both efficiency and high prediction accuracy of
our system.
A preliminary discussion of the A3P-core was presented
in [32]. In this work, we present an overhauled version of
A3P, which includes an extended policy prediction

2

RELATED WORK

Our work is related to works on privacy setting configuration in social sites, recommendation systems, and privacy
analysis of online images.

2.1 Privacy Setting Configuration
Several recent works have studied how to automate the task
of privacy settings (e.g., [7], [15], [20], [22], [27], [28]).
Bonneau et al. [7] proposed the concept of privacy suites
which recommend to users a suite of privacy settings that
“expert” users or other trusted friends have already set, so
that normal users can either directly choose a setting or only
need to do minor modification. Similarly, Danezis [8] proposed a machine-learning based approach to automatically
extract privacy settings from the social context within
which the data is produced. Parallel to the work of Danezis,
Adu-Oppong et al. [15] develop privacy settings based on a
concept of “Social Circles” which consist of clusters of
friends formed by partitioning users’ friend lists. Ravichandran et al. [30] studied how to predict a user’s privacy preferences for location-based data (i.e., share her location or
not) based on location and time of day. Fang et al. [28] proposed a privacy wizard to help users grant privileges to
their friends. The wizard asks users to first assign privacy
labels to selected friends, and then uses this as input to construct a classifier which classifies friends based on their profiles and automatically assign privacy labels to the
unlabeled friends. More recently, Klemperer et al. [20] studied whether the keywords and captions with which users
tag their photos can be used to help users more intuitively
create and maintain access-control policies. Their findings
are inline with our approach: tags created for organizational
purposes can be repurposed to help create reasonably accurate access-control rules.
The aforementioned approaches focus on deriving policy
settings for only traits, so they mainly consider social context such as one’s friend list. While interesting, they may
not be sufficient to address challenges brought by image
files for which privacy may vary substantially not just
because of social context but also due to the actual image
content. As far as images, authors in [41] have presented an
expressive language for images uploaded in social sites.
This work is complementary to ours as we do not deal with
policy expressiveness, but rely on common forms policy
specification for our predictive algorithm.
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In addition, there is a large body of work on image content analysis, for classification and interpretation (e.g., [14],
[37], [46]), retrieval ([12], [13] are some examples), and
photo ranking [35], [40], also in the context of online photo
sharing sites, such as Flickr [10], [29], [36]. Of these works,
Zerr’s work [43] is probably the closest to ours. Zerr
explores privacy-aware image classification using a mixed
set of features, both content and meta-data. This is however
a binary classification (private versus public), so the classification task is very different than ours. Also, the authors do
not deal with the issue of cold-start problem.

2.2 Recommendation Systems
Our work is related to some existing recommendation systems which employ machine learning techniques.
Chen et al. [9] proposed a system named SheepDog to
automatically insert photos into appropriate groups and
recommend suitable tags for users on Flickr. They adopt
concept detection to predict relevant concepts (tags) of a
photo. Choudhury et al. [10] proposed a recommendation framework to connect image content with communities in online social media. They characterize images
through three types of features: visual features, user generated text tags, and social interaction, from which they
recommend the most likely groups for a given image.
Similarly, Yu et al. [42] proposed an automated recommendation system for a user’s images to suggest suitable
photo-sharing groups.
There is also a large body of work on the customization
and personalization of tag-based information retrieval (e.g.,
[21], [23], [45]), which utilizes techniques such as association
rule mining. For example, [45] proposes an interesting
experimental evaluation of several collaborative filtering
algorithms to recommend groups for Flickr users. These
approaches have a totally different goal to our approach as
they focus on sharing rather than protecting the content.

3

A3P FRAMEWORK

3.1 Preliminary Notions
Users can express their privacy preferences about their content disclosure preferences with their socially connected
users via privacy policies. We define privacy policies
according to Definition 1. Our policies are inspired by popular content sharing sites (i.e., Facebook, Picasa, Flickr),
although the actual implementation depends on the specific
content-management site structure and implementation.
Definition 1. A privacy policy P of user u consists of the following components:





Subject (S): A set of users socially connected to u.
Data (D): A set of data items shared by u.
Action (A): A set of actions granted by u to S on D.
Condition (C): A boolean expression which must be
satisfied in order to perform the granted actions.

In the definition, users in S can be represented by their
identities, roles (e.g., family, friend, coworkers), or organizations (e.g., non-profit organization, profit organization).
D will be the set of images in the user’s profile. Each image
has a unique ID along with some associated metadata like
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tags “vacation”, “birthday”. Images can be further grouped
into albums. As for A, we consider four common types of
actions: {view, comment, tag, download}. Last, the condition
component C specifies when the granted action is effective.
C is a Boolean expression on the grantees’ attributes like
time, location, and age. For better understanding, an example policy is given below.
Example 1. Alice would like to allow her friends and coworkers to comment and tag images in the album named
“vacation album” and the image named “summer.jpg”
before year 2012. Her privacy preferences can be
expressed by the following policy:
P : ½{friend, coworker}, {vacation_album, summer.jpg},
{comment, tag}, (date < 2012).

3.2 System Overview
The A3P system consists of two main components: A3P-core
and A3P-social. The overall data flow is the following.
When a user uploads an image, the image will be first sent
to the A3P-core. The A3P-core classifies the image and
determines whether there is a need to invoke the A3P-social.
In most cases, the A3P-core predicts policies for the users
directly based on their historical behavior. If one of the following two cases is verified true, A3P-core will invoke A3Psocial: (i) The user does not have enough data for the type
of the uploaded image to conduct policy prediction; (ii) The
A3P-core detects the recent major changes among the user’s
community about their privacy practices along with user’s
increase of social networking activities (addition of new
friends, new posts on one’s profile etc). In above cases, it
would be beneficial to report to the user the latest privacy
practice of social communities that have similar background
as the user. The A3P-social groups users into social communities with similar social context and privacy preferences,
and continuously monitors the social groups. When the
A3P-social is invoked, it automatically identifies the social
group for the user and sends back the information about the
group to the A3P-core for policy prediction. At the end, the
predicted policy will be displayed to the user. If the user is
fully satisfied by the predicted policy, he or she can just
accept it. Otherwise, the user can choose to revise the policy.
The actual policy will be stored in the policy repository of
the system for the policy prediction of future uploads.

4

A3P-CORE

There are two major components in A3P-core: (i) Image classification and (ii) Adaptive policy prediction. For each user,
his/her images are first classified based on content and
metadata. Then, privacy policies of each category of images
are analyzed for the policy prediction.
Adopting a two-stage approach is more suitable for policy recommendation than applying the common one-stage
data mining approaches to mine both image features and
policies together. Recall that when a user uploads a new
image, the user is waiting for a recommended policy. The
two-stage approach allows the system to employ the first
stage to classify the new image and find the candidate sets
of images for the subsequent policy recommendation. As
for the one-stage mining approach, it would not be able to
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Fig. 2. Two-level Image classification.

locate the right class of the new image because its classification criteria needs both image features and policies whereas
the policies of the new image are not available yet. Moreover, combining both image features and policies into a single classifier would lead to a system which is very
dependent to the specific syntax of the policy. If a change in
the supported policies were to be introduced, the whole
learning model would need to change.

4.1 Image Classification
To obtain groups of images that may be associated with
similar privacy preferences, we propose a hierarchical
image classification which classifies images first based on
their contents and then refine each category into subcategories based on their metadata. Images that do not have metadata will be grouped only by content. Such a hierarchical
classification gives a higher priority to image content and
minimizes the influence of missing tags. Note that it is possible that some images are included in multiple categories
as long as they contain the typical content features or metadata of those categories.
Moreover, Fig. 2 shows an example of image classification for 10 images named as A, B, C, D, E, F , G, H, I, J,
respectively. The content-based classification creates two
categories: “landscape” and “kid”. Images C, D, E and F
are included in both categories as they show kids playing
outdoor which satisfy the two themes: “landscape” and
“kid”. These two categories are further divided into subcategories based on tags associated with the images. As a
result, we obtain two subcategories under each theme
respectively. Notice that image G is not shown in any subcategory as it does not have any tag; image A shows up in
both subcategories because it has tags indicating both
“beach” and “wood”.
4.1.1 Content-Based Classification
Our approach to content-based classification is based on an
efficient and yet accurate image similarity approach.
Specifically, our classification algorithm compares image
signatures defined based on quantified and sanitized version of Haar wavelet transformation. For each image, the
wavelet transform encodes frequency and spatial information related to image color, size, invariant transform, shape,
texture, symmetry, etc. Then, a small number of coefficients
are selected to form the signature of the image. The content
similarity among images is then determined by the distance
among their image signatures.
Our selected similarity criteria include texture, symmetry, shape (radial symmetry and phase congruency [26]),
and SIFT [25]. We also account for color and size. We set the
system to start from five generic image classes: (a) explicit
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(e.g., nudity, violence, drinking etc), (b) adults, (c) kids, (d)
scenery (e.g., beach, mountains), (e) animals. As a preprocessing step, we populate the five baseline classes by manually assigning to each class a number of images crawled
from Google images, resulting in about 1,000 images per
class. Having a large image data set beforehand reduces the
chance of misclassification. Then, we generate signatures of
all the images and store them in the database.
Upon adjusting the settings of our content classifier, we
conducted some preliminary test to evaluate its accuracy.
Precisely, we tested our classifier it against a ground-truth
data set, Image-net.org [17]. In Image-net, over 10 million
images are collected and classified according to the wordnet
structure. For each image class, we use the first half set of
images as the training data set and classify the next 800
images. The classification result was recorded as correct if
the synset’s main search term or the direct hypernym is
returned as a class. The average accuracy of our classifier is
above 94 percent.
Having verified the accuracy of the classifier, we now
discuss how it is used in the context of the A3P core. When
a user uploads an image, it is handled as an input query
image. The signature of the newly uploaded image is compared with the signatures of images in the current image
database. To determine the class of the uploaded image, we
find its first m closest matches. The class of the uploaded
image is then calculated as the class to which majority of the
m images belong. If no predominant class is found, a new
class is created for the image. Later on, if the predicted policy for this new image turns out correct, the image will be
inserted into the corresponding image category in our
image database, to help refine future policy prediction. In
our current prototype, m is set to 25 which is obtained using
a small training data set.

4.1.2 Metadata-Based Classification
The metadata-based classification groups images into subcategories under aforementioned baseline categories. The
process consists of three main steps.
The first step is to extract keywords from the metadata
associated with an image. The metadata considered in our
work are tags, captions, and comments. We identify all the
nouns, verbs and adjectives in the metadata and store them
as metadata vectors t noun ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ; ti g, t verb ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ;
tj g and t adj ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tk g, where i, j and k are the total
number of nouns, verbs and adjectives respectively.
The second step is to derive a representative hypernym
(denoted as h) from each metadata vector. We first retrieve
the hypernym for each ti in a metadata vector based on the
Wordnet classification [39] and obtain a list of hypernym
h ¼ fðv1 , f1 Þ, ðv2 , f2 Þ; . . .g, where v denotes hypernym and f
denotes its frequency. For example, consider a metadata
vector t ¼ f“cousin”,“first steps”, “baby boy”g. We find
that “cousin” and “baby boy” have the same hypernym
“kid”, and “first steps” has a hypernym “initiative”. Correspondingly, we obtain the hypernym list h ¼ f(kid, 2), (initiative, 1)g. In this list, we select the hypernym with the
highest frequency to be the representative hypernym, e.g.,
“kid”. In case that there are more than one hypernyms with
the same frequency, we consider the hypernym closest to
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the most relevant baseline class to be the representative
hypernym. For example, if we have a hypernym list
h ¼ f(kid, 2), (cousin, 2), (initiative, 1)g, we will select “kid”
to be the representative hypernym since it is closest to the
baseline class “kids”.
The third step is to find a subcategory that an image
belongs to. This is an incremental procedure. At the beginning, the first image forms a subcategory as itself and the
representative hypernyms of the image becomes the subcategory’s representative hypernyms. Then, we compute
the distance between representative hypernyms of a new
incoming image and each existing subcategory. Given an
image, let hn , ha and hv denote its representative hypernyms
in the metadata vectors corresponding to nouns, adjectives
and verbs, respectively. For a subcategory c, Let hcn , hca and
hcv denotes its representative hynpernyms of nouns, adjectives and verbs, respectively. The distance between the
image and the subcategory is computed as a weighted sum
of the edit distance [38] between corresponding pair of representative hypernyms as shown in Equation (1), where w
denotes the weight and D denotes the edit distance,

TABLE 1
Example of Subject Component
PolicyID
P2
P5
P9
P13
P18
P22



(1)

4.2 Adaptive Policy Prediction
The policy prediction algorithm provides a predicted policy
of a newly uploaded image to the user for his/her reference.
More importantly, the predicted policy will reflect the possible changes of a user’s privacy concerns. The prediction
process consists of three main phases: (i) policy normalization; (ii) policy mining; and (iii) policy prediction.
The policy normalization is a simple decomposition process to convert a user policy into a set of atomic rules in
which the data (D) component is a single-element set.
4.2.1 Policy Mining
We propose a hierarchical mining approach for policy mining.
Our approach leverages association rule mining techniques
to discover popular patterns in policies. Policy mining is carried out within the same category of the new image because
images in the same category are more likely under the similar level of privacy protection. The basic idea of the hierarchical mining is to follow a natural order in which a user defines
a policy. Given an image, a user usually first decides who
can access the image, then thinks about what specific access

family

friend

coworker

0
1
1
1
0
1

0
1
1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0
1
0

others
0
0
0
0
0
0

rights (e.g., view only or download) should be given, and
finally refine the access conditions such as setting the expiration date. Correspondingly, the hierarchical mining first look
for popular subjects defined by the user, then look for popular actions in the policies containing the popular subjects,
and finally for popular conditions in the policies containing
both popular subjects and conditions.







Distm ¼ wn  D hn ; hcn þ wa  D ha ; hca þ wv  D hv ; hcv :

Note that wn þ wa þ wv ¼ 1, and wn > wa > wv . In Equation (1), we give the highest weight to the hypernyms of the
nouns because nouns are closest to the baseline classes. We
consider the hypenyms of the adjectives as secondly important as the adjectives can help refine the baseline criteria.
Finally, we consider the hypernymms of the verbs. By
default, wn ¼ 0:5, wa ¼ 0:3 and wv ¼ 0:2.
Next we check if the closest subcategory has the distance
value smaller than a threshold . If so, the new image will
be included in to the subcategory and we update the representative hypernyms of the subcategory by keeping the
hypernyms with the highest frequency. Otherwise, a new
subcategory will be constructed for this image.
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Step 1: In the same category of the new image, conduct association rule mining on the subject component of polices. Let S1 , S2 ; . . ., denote the subjects
occurring in policies. Each resultant rule is an
implication of the form X ) Y , where X, Y  fS1 ,
S2 ; . . . ; g, and X \ Y ¼ ;. Among the obtained rules,
we select the best rules according to one of the
interestingness measures, i.e., the generality of the
rule, defined using support and confidence as
introduced in [16]. The selected rules indicate the
most popular subjects (i.e., single subject) or subject
combinations (i.e., multiple subjects) in policies. In
the subsequent steps, we consider policies which
contain at least one subject in the selected rules.
For clarity, we denote the set of such policies as
corresponding to a selected rule Rsub
Gsub
i .
i

Example 2. Suppose that there are six images in the same
category of the newly uploaded image “park.jpg” and
the corresponding policies are P2 , P5 , P9 , P13 , P18 and P22 .
Table 1 shows what subjects are mentioned in each
policy. Mining data in Table 1 may return a best association rule like Rsub
1 : ffamilyg ) ffriendg, meaning that
when the user specifies a policy for his family members,
he tends to grant the same access right to his friends. In
other words, ffamily; friendg is a popular combination
appearing in policies. According to Rsub
1 , P2 will be
removed for further consideration since it does not contain any subject in Rsub
1 .


Step 2: In each policy set Gsub
i , we now conduct
association rule mining on the action component.
The result will be a set of association rules in the
form of X ) Y , where X, Y fopen, comment, tag,
downloadg, and X \ Y ¼ ;. Similar to the first step,
we will select the best rules according to the generality interestingness. This time, the selected
rules indicate the most popular combination of
actions in policies with respect to each particular
subject or subject combination. Policies which do
not contain any action included in the selected
rules will be removed. Given a selected rule Ract
j ,
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TABLE 2
Example of Action Component
PolicyID
P5
P9
P13
P18
P22

view-only

comment

tag

0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
1

1
0
1
1
1

download
0
0
0
1
1

Example 3. Let us consider the remaining policies from
Example 2. Table 2 shows the action components in these
policies (actions “comment”, “tag” and “download”
imply the “view” action).
After mining the action component, we may obtain
association rules as follows:
Ract
1 : ftagg ) fcommentg
Ract
2 : fdownloadg ) fcommentg
Ract
1 means that when the user allows someone to tag
an image, he usually also allows the person to comment
on the image. Ract
2 means that if one has the “download”
right of an image, he/she is most likely to also have the
comment right.
according to the
Suppose that the best rule is Ract
1
interestingness measure. Then, policy P9 will be
removed.
Step 3: We proceed to mine the condition component
in each policy set Gact
j . Let attr1 , attr2 , ..., attrn denote
the distinct attributes in the condition component of
the policies in Gact
j . The association rules are in the
same format of X ) Y but with X, Y fattr1 ,
attr2 ; . . . ; attrn g. Once the rules are obtained, we
again select the best rules using the generality interestingness measure. The selected rules give us a set
of attributes which often appear in policies. Similarly, we denote the policies containing at least one
as Gcon
and
attribute in the selected rule Rcon
k
k
con
act
Gk  Gj .
The next task is to determine the actual condition
of these attributes. Specifically, in each Gcon
k , we will
choose the most frequent conditions for the selected
attributes.

Example 4. Let us continue with Example 3. Table 3 lists
attributes occurring in the condition component of the
remaining policies.
The best association rule may be: Rcon
1 : fageg ) ftimeg.
It indicates that this user usually mentions age and time
together in policy conditions. Consequently, policy P22
will be removed. Suppose that the majority of the policies
(both P5 and P13 ) specify that people with age older than
18 will be granted access right before year 2012. Then,
these conditions will be considered for generating candidate policies in the following Step 4.
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TABLE 3
Example of Condition Component

we denote the set of remaining policies as Gact
j ,
sub
and note that Gact
j  Gi .
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Step 4: This step is to generate candidate policies.
act
sub
Given Gcon
k  Gj  Gi , we consider each correact
sub
sponding series of best rules: Rcon
kx , Rjy and Riz .

PolicyID
P5
P13
P18
P22

age

location

time

1
1
1
0

1
0
0
0

1
1
1
0

affiliation
0
0
0
1

Candidate policies are required to possess all
act
sub
elements in Rcon
kx , Rjy and Riz . Note that candidate
policies may be different from the policies as result
of Step 3. This is because Step 3 will keep policies as
long as they have one of the attributes in the
selected rules.
Example 5. From Example 2, 3 and 4, we obtained the following set of best association rules:
Rsub
1 : ffamilyg ) ffriendg
Ract
1 : ftagg ) fcommentg
Rcon
1 : fageg ) ftimeg
For the new image park.jpg, one candidate policy
could be: Pcan : ½{family,friend}, {park.jpg}, {comment,
tag}, (age > 18^time < 2012)

4.2.2 Policy Prediction
The policy mining phase may generate several candidate
policies while the goal of our system is to return the most
promising one to the user. Thus, we present an approach to
choose the best candidate policy that follows the user’s privacy tendency.
To model the user’s privacy tendency, we define a
notion of strictness level. The strictness level is a quantitative metric that describes how “strict” a policy is. In particular, a strictness level L is an integer with minimum value
in zero, wherein the lower the value, the higher the strictness level. It is generated by two metrics: major level
(denoted as l) and coverage rate (a), where l is determined
by the combination of subject and action in a policy, and a
is determined by the system using the condition component. l is obtained via Table 4. In Table 4, all combinations
of common subject and common actions are enumerated
and assigned an integer value according to the strictness of
the corresponding subjects and actions. For example,
“view” action is considered more restricted than “tag”
action. Given a policy, its l value can be looked up from
the table by matching its subject and action. If the policy
has multiple subjects or actions and results in multiple l
values, we will consider the lowest one. It is worth noting
that the table is automatically generated by the system but
can be modified by users according to their needs.
Then, we introduce the computation of the coverage rate
a which is designed to provide fine-grained strictness level.
a is a value ranging from 0 to 1 and it will just adjust but not
dominate the previously obtained major level. In particular,
we define a as the percentage of people in the specified subject category who satisfy the condition in the policy. For
example, a user has five family members documented in the
system and two of them are kids. When he specifies a policy
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TABLE 4
Major Level Look-Up Table
Major Level

Subject

Action

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

family
family
family
family
friend
friend
friend
friend
coworker
coworker
coworker
coworker
stranger
stranger
stranger
stranger

view
comment
tag
download
view
comment
tag
download
view
comment
tag
download
view
comment
tag
download

Fig. 3. Average strictness level curve.

with the condition age > 18, only three family members
will satisfy this condition. The corresponding a is then
3=5 ¼ 0:6. The larger the value of a, the more people are
allowed to access the image and the policy is less restricted.
Therefore, we subtract (1-a) from l to obtain the final strictness level as shown in Equation (2):
L ¼ l  ð1  aÞ:

(2)

Example 6. Consider the candidate policy Pcan in Example 5.
It has two subjects ffamily; friendg as well as two actions
fcomment; tagg. By looking up Table 4, we find that the
combination of “friend–tag” yields the lowest major
level, i.e., 6. Suppose that the obtained a is 0.3 after evaluating the condition against available user profiles. The
final strictness level for Pcan is Pcan 6-ð1-0:3Þ ¼ 5:3.
After we compute the strictness levels of all candidate
policies, we now need to determine which strictness level
fits best to the user’s privacy trend. For this purpose, we
propose the following approach. We keep monitoring the
average strictness level of existing policies in each category
of images. The average strictness level is defined as follows:
PNp
Lavg ¼

Lpi
;
Np

i¼1

than four is considered prominent as it exceeds one quarter
of the maximum strictness level.
As time evolves, the average strictness levels in each category form a curve as shown in Fig. 3, where values of
strictness levels are interpolated in-between any consecutive policy updates. Similarly, the outlier policies may form
their own curves as denoted in the figure.
Let tl denote the last timestamp at which a policy is input
to the system, and tc denote the current timestamp when a
new image is uploaded. We estimate the expected strictness
level Lexp for the new image based on the derivative of the
curve of the average strictness level at tl . The derivative can
be computed using Secant method [19]. In a summary, Lexp
is computed by Equation (4):

(3)

where Lpi denote the strictness level of policy Pi , and Np is
the total number of policies that satisfy jLpi  Lavgj  .
Notice that the average strictness level is computed by
excluding outlier policies. This is because in some situations, users may define special policies which have a very
different strictness level from most of others, either much
more strict or much more loose. Considering such outliers
into the average strictness level calculation would not represent the average case properly. Therefore, when a policy is
inserted, we first compare its strictness level with current
average strictness level. If the difference is more than a
threshold (), we put the policy in the outlier group. In the
experiments, we set  to 4 because each role of the policy
subject has four different strictness levels as shown in
Table 4. The change on the policy preferences being more

Lexp ¼ Lavg ðtl Þ þ ðtc  tl Þ 

dLavg
ðtl Þ:
dt

(4)

We compare the strictness level of the candidate policies
with Lexp of the average trend, and select the policy which
has the closet value to Lexp . When there is more than one
policy with strictness levels within the same distance to
Lexp , we will conservatively choose the one with the lowest
value, i.e., the more restrictive one. Once the user accepted
or revised the recommended policy, the new policy will be
added to the user’s policy repository.
It is worth noting that the outlier trend may become the
average trend at certain point as time passes, and during
the transitional period, the policy prediction may not be
very accurate. If a user suddenly changes his/her privacy
strictness level to a much higher or much lower level, the
prediction error of our approach for this single change will
be high since we will treat this change as an outlier. If this
change is the new preference of this user, this change will
be identified when the number of images associated with
this new privacy preference is larger than the number of the
images associated with the average trend. At that point, the
two curves will switch their roles.

5

A3P-SOCIAL

The A3P-social employs a multi-criteria inference mechanism that generates representative policies by leveraging
key information related to the user’s social context and his
general attitude toward privacy. As mentioned earlier, A3Psocial will be invoked by the A3P-core in two scenarios.
One is when the user is a newbie of a site, and does not
have enough images stored for the A3P-core to infer meaningful and customized policies. The other is when the system notices significant changes of privacy trend in the
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user’s social circle, which may be of interest for the user to
possibly adjust his/her privacy settings accordingly.
In what follows, we first present the types of social context considered by A3P-Social, and then present the policy
recommendation process.

5.1 Modeling Social Context
We observe that users with similar background tend to have
similar privacy concerns, as seen in previous research studies and also confirmed by our collected data.
This observation inspires us to develop a social context
modeling algorithm that can capture the common social elements of users and identify communities formed by the users
with similar privacy concerns. The identified communities
who have a rich set of images can then serve as the base of
subsequent policy recommendation. The social context
modeling algorithm consists of two major steps. The first
step is to identify and formalize potentially important factors
that may be informative of one’s privacy settings. The second
step is to group users based on the identified factors.
First, we model each user’s social context as a list of
attributes: {sc1 , sc2 ; . . . ; scn }, where sci denote a social context attribute, and n is the total number of distinct attributes
in the social networking site. These social context attributes
are extracted from users’ profiles.
Besides basic elements in users’ profiles, many social
sites also allow users to group their contacts based on relationships (e.g., friends, family members). If such grouping
functionality is available, we will consider its influence on
privacy settings too. In a social site, some users may only
have their family members as contacts, while some users
may have contacts including different kinds of people that
they met offline or on the Internet. The distribution of contacts may shed light on the user’s behavior of privacy settings. We assume that users who mainly share images
among family members may not want to disclose personal
information publicly, while users having a large group of
friends may be willing to share more images with a larger
audience [18]. Formally, we model the ratio of each type of
relationship among all contacts of a user as social connection.
Let R1 ; . . . ; Rn denote the n types of relationships observed
among all users. Let NRu i denote the number of user U’s contacts belonging to relationship type Ri . The connection distribution (denoted as Conn) is represented as below:
(
Conn :

)
NRu n
Pn
Pn
:
u ;...;
u
i¼1 NRi
i¼1 NRn
NRu 1

For example, suppose that there are four types of relationships being used by users in the system: R1 ¼“family”,
R2 ¼ “colleague”, R3 ¼ “friend”, R4 ¼ “others”. Bob has 20
contacts, among which he has 10 family members, five colleagues, and five friends. His social connection is repre5 5 0
sented as f10
20 ; 20 ; 20 ; 20g. It is worth noting that, the number
of social context attributes may grow when more rich information is collected by social networking sites in the future,
and our algorithm is dynamic and capable of dealing with
any number of attributes being considered.
The second step is to identify groups of users who have
similar social context and privacy preference. Regarding
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social context, it rarely happens that users share the same
values of all social context attributes. More common cases
are that a group of users have common values for a subset
of social context attributes. Such subset can be different for
different groups of users, which makes the user grouping a
challenging task. We illustrate the scenario using the following example. For simplicity of illustration, we take a smaller
set of attributes to be considered.
Example 7. Suppose that there are five users u1 , u2 , ..., u5 in a
social networking site. Each of them is associated with
five social context attributes: gender, hobbies, occupation, location and social connection.
u1 : [Female, movie, accountant, NY, {0.6, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1}]
u2 : [Female, movie, teacher, IL, {0.7, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1}]
u3 : [Male, ski, student, CO, {0.3, 0.1, 0.5, 0.1}]
u4 : [Male, ski, student, KS, {0.6, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1}]
u5 : [Male, ski, student, MO, {0.2, 0.1, 0.6, 0.1}]
From the users’ profile and social connection, two natural social groups can be formed.
G1 = fu1 ; u2 g, since they are both female who love
movies and frequently share data with family members.
G2 = fu3 ; u4 ; u5 g, since they are all male students who
love sports.
In the above example, we observe that the first social
group is formed based on attributes: gender, hobbies and
social connection, while the second social group is formed
based on a different set of attributes which are gender, hobbies and occupation. To identify such dynamic social
groups, we employ an a priori [2]-based data mining Algorithm. Unlike the original a priori which requires exact
matches of items in different transactions, we allow a fuzzy
mapping. This is important for matching the social connection attribute which would be just slightly different in the
same social group as shown in Example 7. Therefore, we
define the matching of social connection attribute as the values of this attribute within a small threshold. Definition 2
describes the social groups extracted by our algorithm.
Definition 2 (Social Group). Let U be the set of all users, and
SC be the universe of social context attributes, SC={sc1 ,
sc2 ; . . .}. Let G be a subset of users U, i.e., G  U; and let C be
the subset of SC, C  SC. We say G is a social group if it satisfies all the following conditions:




For any user ui ; uj 2 G, they have matching values for
each attribute in C but not any superset of C;
The number of users in G is greater than threshold ku ;
The number of attributes in C is greater than kc .

ku and kc are thresholds for determining the size of a social
group, which are set to and respectively by default.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. We first group users
who have only one matching attribute, and keep the sets that
contain more than ku users. We call such sets as 1-attribute
social group and denote it as G1. Then, we join every pair of
1-attribute social groups. For example, given two 1-attribute
social groups G11 and G12 , let G2 = G11 \ G12 . If jG2j > ku ,
then G2 is a 2-attribute social group whereby users in G2
have two common attributes. Next, we join every pair of 2attribute social groups that have at least one attribute in common. Let G21 and G22 be two 2-attribute social groups
respectively and C21 ¼ fa1 ; a2 g and C22 ¼ fa2 ; a3 g be their
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attribute sets respectively. Observe that jC21 and C22 have
one common attribute, and jC21 [ C22 j ¼ 3. If jG21 \
G22 j > ku , then G3 ¼ G21 \ G22 is a 3-attribute social group
which means the users have three attributes in common.
Similarly, by joining every pair of 3-attribute social groups
that have two common attributes, we can obtain 4-attribute
social groups. This process keeps going until no more social
groups can be produced. During the process, if a k-attribute
group cannot be used to produce ðk þ 1Þ group, this
k-attribute group is included in the final results.
The obtained social groups have not taken into account
privacy preferences yet. It is certainly possible users within
the same social group maintain various privacy preferences.
In order to tie social groups to privacy preferences, we further divide the social groups into sub-groups according to
the closeness of their privacy preferences. In particular, we
sort the users in the same social group in an ascending order
of their privacy strictness levels. Then, starting from the
user (say ui ) with the minimum strictness level (Li ), we scan
the sorted list and include users whose strictness levels are
no more than Li þ . After one subgroup is formed, we
remove the users in the subgroup from the sorted list. If the
sorted list is not empty, we start the subgroup formation
again in the same way until all users have been grouped.
The following example illustrates the steps.
Example 8. Suppose that there are six users in a social
group, and their privacy strictness levels are included in
the parenthesis right after their user ID: U1 ð14Þ, U2 ð2Þ,
U3 ð4Þ, U4 ð11Þ, U5 ð3Þ, U6 ð12Þ. We form sub-groups as
follows.
The six users are first sorted according to the strictness
level, and the result is:
U2 ð2Þ, U5 ð3Þ, U3 ð4Þ, U4 ð11Þ, U6 ð12Þ, U1 ð14Þ.
The first three users in the sorted list have strictness
levels with difference no more than 4, and form one subgroup. Similarly, the remaining three form another subgroup. The final sub-groups are listed below, which contain users with both similar social context and privacy
preferences:
SG1 : {U2 , U5 , U3 },
SG2 : {U4 ; U6 ; U1 }.

5.2 Identifying Social Group
We now introduce the policy recommendation process
based on the social groups obtained from the previous step.
Suppose that a user U uploaded a new image and the
A3P-core invoked the A3P-social for policy recommendation. The A3P-social will find the social group which is
most similar to user U and then choose the representative
user in the social group along with his images to be sent
to the A3P-Core policy prediction module to generate the
recommended policy for user U. Given that the number
of users in social network may be huge and that users
may join a large number of social groups, it would be
very time consuming to compare the new user’s social
context attributes against the frequent pattern of each
social group. In order to speed up the group identification process and ensure reasonable response time, we
leverage the inverted file structure [31] to organize the
social group information.
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The inverted file maps keywords (values of social context
attribute) occurring in the frequent patterns to the social
groups that contain the keywords. Specifically, we first sort
the keywords (except the social connection) in the frequent
patterns in an alphabetical order. Each keyword is associated with a link list which stores social group ID and
pointers to the detailed information of the social group. The
following example illustrates the detailed structure.
Example 9. Suppose that there are three social groups G1 ,
G2 , G3 which are formed based on the following frequent
keywords.
G1 : {female, movie, {0.6, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1}}
G2 : {male, ski, student}
G3 : {male, movie, IL }
We select the frequent attribute values except the
social connection and build an inverted file as follows.
female: fG1 g
IL: fG3 g
hiking: fG3 g
male: fG2 ; G3 g
movie: fG1 ; G3 g
student: fG2 g
Next, given a new user, we search his/her attribute values
in the inverted file and obtain a set of candidate social
groups. We also count the number of occurrence of the candidate groups during the search. We select the candidate group
with the highest occurrence as the social group for the new
user. For example, given a user whose social context attributes are: {female, movie, teacher, NY, {0.65, 0.1, 0.15, 0.1}}, we
find that only the keywords “female” and “movie” appear in
the inverted file. The social group related to “female” is G1 ,
and the social groups related to “movie” are G1 and G3 .
Observe that G1 occurs twice in the search and G2 only once.
That means the new user has more matching keywords with
G1 than G2 and other social groups, and hence G1 is a better
group for the new user.
In the identified social group, we further examine its subgroups by comparing the strictness levels of the sub-groups
with the new user’s preferred privacy strictness level if provided. We select the sub-group whose strictness level
matches the new user’s privacy requirements best. If the
new user did not specify privacy preference, we select the
sub-group with the largest members. Then, in this selected
sub-group, we look for the user who is most similar to the
new user. We just need to compare the new user’s and the
group members’ remaining attributes that are not included
in the frequent pattern. The selected user and his/her
images and policies are sent to the A3P-Core module to generate the recommended policy for the new user.
Finally, we update the social group information by
including the new user as a probational member. The probational member will not be chosen by A3P-Social module
to until he/she uploaded sufficient images and becomes a
regular member.

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluate the effectiveness of our A3P system in terms
of the policy prediction accuracy and user acceptability.
The A3P was implemented as a Java file embedded in an
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open source content management site, deployed using an
Apache server.

6.1 Experimental Settings
We conduct and collect data sets for two types of experiments: survey-based study and direct user evaluation.
Survey-based study and data collection. We collected two
sets of actual user-specified policies to be used as ground
truth for our evaluation.
Data collection 1. This study involved 88 participants (48
female and 40 males) who were recruited from a large US
university community (staff, students, and the community
at large). Their average age is 26.3 years old (Range: 18-39).
The participants completed at least 90 percent of the questionnaire consisting of two parts. The first part contains
questions related to one’s background information and
online privacy practices and the second part is to collect
user-specified policies.
In the first part of the questionnaire, the participants
were asked to indicate any social networks they were a part
of (98 percent indicated Facebook and 37 percent also indicated others like Myspace). In terms of usage frequency,
95 percent of the respondents accessed social network sites
at least once a week, with 76 percent of reporting that they
were daily users.
We also asked participants if they have had concerns
about their privacy due to shared images. Over 51 percent of
the participants indicated that they had privacy concerns.
Users also reported that image content is an important factor
when determining privacy settings for an image with 87 percent of people agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement “When I set privacy settings for a certain image I
usually think about the content of the image”, and over
91 percent of users agreeing or strongly agreeing with the
statement “The content of an image determines whether I
upload the image to a social network site.” Surprisingly,
however, many users indicated that they never changed privacy settings for images (38 percent) or changed their settings only 1 or 2 times (36 percent) since joining the social
network. There seems to be a clear disconnect between users
privacy inclinations and their practice of setting privacy policies. The possible reason could be “Changing privacy settings for every image uploaded on a social site can be very
time consuming”, as strong agreed or agreed by 70 percent
of users.
In the second part of the questionnaire, we presented
each user 30 images selected by us. For each image, we
asked the user to input the privacy settings by assuming
these photos as his/her own images. We collected around
3,000 policies.
Data collection 2. The second study involved 67 new users
recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each user was
given a distinct set of up to 130 images taken from the Picalert
project data set [44] including Flickr images on various subjects and different privacy sensitivity. On average, each user
labeled 57 images with their policies and added two to three
tags each. These participants consist of 36 male and 31 female
with age ranging in 34-39. Similar questions on privacy concerns and practices were asked as seen from the previous data
collection task. Ninety-seven percent of the respondents
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declare to be social network users, and 78 percent of them
access their sites daily. About half of the respondents (45 percent) maintain “default” privacy settings in their profile, and
only 6 percent have a private profile. Fifty-eight percent of the
users declare to be part of one or more social groups. In addition, this population appears to be mostly of data consumers,
in that only 21 percent of the users declare to have more than
150 images posted (28 percent have less than 50 images on
their profile).
In this experiment, we slightly changed the policy format
to be inline with the policies adopted by Flickr. Specifically,
each user was asked three separate questions for every
image: (i) who can view the image? (ii) who can comment?
and (iii) who can add notes, tags, and download it?. For
each question, the user may choose one among the following options: only you, family only, friends only, social network contacts, and everyone. Note that our policy mining
algorithm can easily adapt to different formats of policies.
Out of the 67 users, we kept data for 56 of them, as the
remaining ones generated poor quality data (e.g., data was
incomplete, all the policies entered were the same for all
images or many tags were missing). In total, the users produced 2,004 policies for 2,004 distinct images. Also, users
added about 8,600 tags to the images (avg. 2.5/image).
Overall, the two data sets allow us to collect data from a
diverse group of social network users with varying levels of
reported usage. A common theme across all users is that the
visual content of an image is an important aspect in determining both whether to upload the image to a social network site as well as its specific visibility within the site.
However, while users expressed general privacy concerns
regarding shared images, many users reported that they
did not change privacy settings for images (about 50 percent
of them, overall). These seemingly conflicting responses
highlight the need for tools to help users ensure that privacy
settings are meeting expectations.
Direct user evaluation. We invited another 41 people to use
our A3P system. The goal of this experiment is to assess our
system’s acceptability, i.e., whether users would consider
the predicted policies reasonable, and inline with their overall preferences. We asked participants to input policies for a
few images at first for training purposes. Three images from
a given class are sufficient to bootstrap the algorithm. Next,
participants enter privacy settings for a set of images that
they would upload in their fictitious profile. Upon showing
the image, privacy settings for it are suggested to the user.
The participant has the option to accept the predicted policy
as is, revise some components of it, or disagree with the predicted result and e re-enter preferred settings.

6.2 Large Scale Evaluation and Analysis
In this first round of tests, we used the two data sets collected through our survey to evaluate the accuracy of our
recommended policies.
6.2.1 A3P-Core
Our first experiment compares A3P-core with alternative
prediction approaches. In particular, we use a straw man
solution as the baseline approach, whereby we sample at
random a small set of image settings from the same user
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TABLE 6
Results of A3P-Core on Picalert Data Set
Method
A3P-core
Propagation
Tag-Only

Fig. 4. A3P comparative performance.

and use them to determine a baseline setting (by counting
the most frequent items). The baseline settings are applied
to all images of the users. Further, we compare the A3Pcore with two variants of itself, in order to evaluate the contribution of each component in the A3P-core made for privacy prediction. The first variant uses only content-based
image classification followed by our policy mining algorithm, denoted as “Content+Mining”. The second variant
uses only tag classification followed by the policy mining,
denoted as “Tag+Mining”. All the algorithms were tested
against the collected real user policies. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of predicted policies in four groups: “Exact Match”
means a predicted policy is exactly the same as the real policy of the same image; “x-component Match” means a predicted policy and its corresponding real policy have x
components (i.e., subject, action, condition) fully matched;
“No match” simply means that the predicted policy is
wrong for all components. As shown in the figure, each
component of the A3P-core singularly contributes toward
policy prediction, however, none of them individually
equalizes the accuracy achieved by the A3P-core in its
entirety. Specifically, A3P-core has 90 percent exact match
and 0 no match. Moreover, pairwise comparisons were
made between A3P-core, “Content+Mining, “Tag+Mining”
and the baseline algorithm, corrected using a Bonferroni
method [6]. Analyses indicate that A3P-core performed better than “Content+Mining” (tð87Þ ¼ 6:67; p < :001), “Tag
TABLE 5
Predictors of Performance -Stan B = Standardized B
Variable
Constant
Freq social network
Freq sharing
pictures
Freq changing
privacy
Content of concern
Privacy concern
Privacy takes
time
R2
F

B

Stan B

95% CI for B

20.864**
0.105

0.022

[17.001, 24.728]
[2.051, 2.261]

0.003

0.002

[.357, 0.363]

0.043

0.050

1.407**

0.461

[.699, 2.116]

0.263*

0.329

[0.072, 0.455]

0.106

0.071

[.531, 0.742]

.231
3.402*

CI ¼ confidence interval  p < :01; p < :001:

View
92.48%
66.12 %
87.54%

Comment Tag, Notes,
Download
92.48 %
92.63 %
66.825 %
68.64 %
87.03 %
86.64 %

Overall
92.53 %
66.84 %
87. 01 %

+Mining” (tð87Þ ¼ 8:25; p < :001) and baseline (tð87Þ ¼
15:452; p < :001).
We complete this experiment on the second data set of
over 2,000 images. The goal is to investigate whether the
different population, and the heterogeneous set of images
from the second data set influences the quality of the prediction. Also, this data set is characterized by a better
meta-data, as manual inspection revealed that the userentered tags are all completed, meaningful and with little
jargon or use of stop words within them. For this experiment, we again used the straw man approach for comparison which consisted of replicating the latest generated
policy by the user. This comparison is needed to remove
the doubt that users of Mechanical turk may be completing
crowd sourcing tasks in a automated fashion, without paying proper attention to each individual task. We also tested
the quality achieved by A3P-core in case tags only were
used, since the previous experiment showed that tags had
little relevance for the prediction purpose. Results are
reported in Table 6. As shown, A3P-core performed well,
and showed an accuracy similar to the previous experiment (above 92.4 percent). We note that the accuracy per
user ranged from 85 to 100 percent. The straw man
approach performed very poorly, whereas the A3P-core
on meta data only showed a drastic improvement compared to the previous tests. The accuracy is around 87 percent whereas Tag+Mining was only at 60 percent in the
previous rounds of experiments. This is motivated by the
better meta-data added by the participants.

6.2.2 Analysis of Users’ Characteristics
We are also interested in examining whether our algorithm
performs better for users with certain characteristics. Therefore, we study possible factors relevant to the performance
of our algorithm. We used a least squares multiple regression analysis, regressing performance of the A3P-core to the
following possible predictors:


[.165,0.251]






Frequency of social network use was measured on a frequency rating scale (1 ¼ daily; 2 ¼ weekly; 3 ¼
monthly; 4 ¼ rarely; 5 ¼ never) with the item ‘How
often do you access Social Network Sites?’
Privacy settings take time was measured on a Likert
Scale (5-point rating scale, where 1 ¼ strongly agree
and 5 ¼ strongly disagree) with the item ‘Changing
privacy settings for images uploaded on a social site
can be very time consuming.’
Frequency of sharing pictures was measured using
three items (a ¼ 0:69) rated on a Likert scale.
Frequency of changing privacy settings was measured
using four items (a ¼ 0:86) rated on a Likert scale.
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An example item is ‘I have changed privacy settings
for individual pictures.’
Content of concern was measured using three items
(a ¼ 0:81) rated on a Likert scale. An example item is
‘The content of an image is of concern when determining the privacy level for an image.’
Privacy concern was measured using four items
(a ¼ 0:76) rated on a Likert scale. An example item is
‘I have had concerns about my privacy due to shared
images on social network sites.’

The model results are shown in Table 5. We can observe
that the content of concern variable was the biggest predictor of performance of our algorithm (standardized
b ¼ 0:461, p < 0:001). This suggests the importance of content in determining the privacy level of uploaded images to
social network sites. Privacy concern was also a significant
predictor of performance (standardized b ¼ 0:329, p <
0:01) with increased performance for those users who felt
that images uploaded to social network sites allowed for
exposure of personal information. Surprisingly, none of the
other predictors were significantly related to performance
of the A3P-core. We expected that frequency of sharing pictures and frequency of changing privacy settings would be
significantly related to performance, but the results indicate
that the frequency of social network use, frequency of
uploading images and frequency of changing settings are
not related to the performance our algorithm obtains with
privacy settings predictions. This is a particularly useful
result as it indicates that our algorithm will perform
equally well for users who frequently use and share images
on social networks as well as for users who may have limited access or limited information to share.

6.2.3 A3P Social
In the second round of experiments, we analyze the performance of the A3P-Social component by using the first
set of data collection. For each user, we use the A3PSocial to predict policies and compare it with a base-line
algorithm which does not consider social contexts but
bases recommendation only on social groups that have
similar privacy strictness level for same type of images.
Using the base-line approach, we note that regardless of
the individual privacy inclination of the users, the best
accuracy is achieved in case of explicit images and images
dominated by the appearance of children. In both cases,
users maintain more consistent policies, and our algorithm is able to learn them effectively. The largest variability, and therefore worse results occur for images
denoting scenery, where the error rate is 15.2 percent.
Overall, the accuracy achieved by grouping users by
strictness level is 86.4 percent.
With A3P-Social, we achieve a much higher accuracy,
demonstrating that just simply considering privacy inclination is not enough, and that ”social-context” truly matters.
Precisely the overall accuracy of A3P-social is above 95 percent. For 88.6 percent of the users, all predicted policies are
correct, and the number of missed policies is 33 (for over
2,600 predictions). Also, we note that in this case, there is
no significant difference across image types. For completeness, we compared the performance of the A3P-Social with
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TABLE 7
Result of Direct User Evaluation
Item Type
Total Policies
Exactly Matched
Policies
Policies with 1 error
Policies with 2 errors
Policies with 3 errors

Count

Ratio

1025
944

92.1%

67
10
4

6.4%
1.1%
0.4%

alternative, popular, recommendation methods: Cosine and
Pearson similarity [34]. Cosine similarity is a measure of
similarity between two vectors of an inner product space
that measures the cosine of the angle between them. In our
case, the vectors are the users’ attributes defining their
social profile. The algorithm using Cosine similarity scans
all users profiles, computes Cosine similarity of the social
contexts between the new user and the existing users.
Then, it finds the top two users with the highest similarity
score with the candidate user and feeds the associated
images to the remaining functions in the A3P-core.
Pearsons similarity instead measures how highly correlated are two variables, and is usually used to correlate
users’ ratings on recommended products. To adapt, we
replaced the users rating from the Pearson similarity with
self-given privacy ratings, that is, we tested similarity based
on how users rate their own privacy inclinations.
The data we use for this assumption is the response to
three privacy-related questions users provide on their presession survey during data collection (the questions are
adapted from the well-known privacy-index measures
from Westin). Accordingly, we use Pearson similarity to
find other users who are similar to this new user. With Pearson, we obtain an accuracy of 81.4 percent. We note however that 2-components accuracy is only about 1.77 percent
of the missed policies, and even less 1-component. A similar result is obtained with Cosine similarity, where
we achieved 82.56 percent accuracy, with again less than
2 percent accuracy for 2-components match and about
0.05 percent for 1-component.
In sum, A3P social appears to be always superior to other
methods. Note however that we cannot use A3P-social
alone without A3P-core since the A3P-social does not factor
in the evolution of an individual’s privacy preferences. Also
A3P-social is more costly to be executed than A3P-core since
the A3P-social analyzes information from a community
rather than a single user.

6.3 Direct User Evaluation
Table 7 reports the results for the direct user evaluation.
Among a total of 1,025 predicted policies, we achieve over
92 percent accuracy (SD ¼ 0:047), in that each participant
rejected about two policies on average (1.98). The overall
accuracy of the predicted policies in the direct user evaluation is significantly better than the performance in the offline evaluation (tð127Þ ¼ 3:346; p < :01). This demonstrates
that users may not have a strong preference regarding privacy settings for individual pictures, and that a system like

A3P that can accurately predict preferences will lead to an
acceptable level of privacy for users.
For mismatched policies, we further examined the type
of error. We found that there were total 97 mismatched
items (i.e., mismatched subjects, actions and conditions) in
those policies. About 60 percent of the errors were due to
false positive, which means the predicted policy contains
more items than the actual policy. We also noticed that
82.7 percent of the mismatched policies have two components, the subject and action component, fully matched. The
most common errors occur within the condition component
as this component is the most flexible and can vary significantly if users want to add special constraints. Interestingly,
the errors were reported mainly in the first three or four policies displayed to the user. This demonstrates the adaptive
nature of our A3P system. Upon correcting mismatched policies, our system’s accuracy increases. We also expect that
with more user data and a longer execution of the A3P system, the prediction accuracy will be further increased, as
the system adapts to users’ privacy preferences.
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[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

[15]
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7

CONCLUSION

We have proposed an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction
(A3P) system that helps users automate the privacy policy
settings for their uploaded images. The A3P system provides a comprehensive framework to infer privacy preferences based on the information available for a given user. We
also effectively tackled the issue of cold-start, leveraging
social context information. Our experimental study proves
that our A3P is a practical tool that offers significant
improvements over current approaches to privacy.
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